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Michaela: Before the break we were
talking with TechTV Greg Brannan about
his policy to pay TechTV associates in
"Billionaire Bill's Bountyball lotto"
tickets.

Michaela: Mr. Brannan, you understand
that this is a most controversial
decision. With the drawing this friday,
who at the station has the best odds of
winning this lottery?

Greg Brannan: MICHAELA, THE STATISTICAL
ODDS INDICATE THAT ANYONE AT THE STATION
HAS A CHANCE OF WINNING THE PRIZE AND
THUS, GETTING PAID FOR THE WEEK. HOWEVER,
I PERSONALLY THINK THAT THOSE WITH HIGHER
PAY RATES UNDER THE OLD SYSTEM HAVE THE
ADVANTAGE AS THEY SIMPLY HAVE MORE
TICKETS.

Michaela: So factoring in the old pay Greg Brannan: 
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scale around here, your odds-on favorite
to win is Laporte, right?

 IF I WERE A BETTING MAN,
I'D PUT ALL MY MONEY ON IT.

 

Michaela: Dammit. So what's the point of
holding a lottery anyway? Why don't you
just give Leo the money and be done with
it? I mean it's SO OBVIOUS that he's
going to win. We're all going to starve
while Leo is going to go back to the
mansion, err "farm" and soak up the glory
of another cheated victory.

 
Sheriff Justice: Excuse me, nice lady, I
hate to interrupt but my son and I are
seeking access to your studio facility.

 

Michaela: How strange, a sheriff at the
back entrance? Where have I seen this
before? Uh, hi there, uh, sheriff, what
is this about?

 Sheriff Justice: My son and I are hot ona trail of a fugitive.

 

Michaela: Sheriff, the FBI just checked

Sheriff Justice: Martin who?
Junior: Daddy, I think he's the one who
say the Bush Twins' magnolias.
Sheriff Justice: Magnolias? Bush Twins?
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the building before the broadcast and
Martin Sargent isn't here.

 What does this have to do with our
fugitive?
Junior: They were nice magnolias, daddy.
Sheriff Justice: Quiet you good for
nothing sonofadrunkenflagabobber!

 

Michaela: If it's not Martin Sargent,
maybe you can describe the person you're
looking for and I'll call them to meet
you at the gate.

 
Sheriff Justice: Well this fella spends
most of his time watching those fancy
Japanese cartoons ...

 

Michaela: Japanese cartoons? I'll get
Robert Heron ...  

Sheriff Justice: Robert who?
Junior: He's the guy on the President's
commission, daddy!
Sheriff Justice: Junior, speak when
you're spoken too. I'm trying to tell
this nice lady that we're from the
Florida Child Welfare Department.

 

Sheriff Justice: The wha?
Junior: He's funny man on the show with
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Michaela: Child welfare? What did the
Gnome do now?  

my favorite girl!
Sheriff Justice: Junior, another word
about that god-derned flabagadget girl
and you're riding in the back of the car.
Junior: Sorry Daddy.

 

Michaela: If it's not Martin, and it's
not the Gnome and it's not Robert Heron,
wonder who it is ... do you have any more
information you can share?

 

Sheriff Justice: I'll tell you what we
know. This fugitive is into them there
fancy Japanese cartoons, acts older than
he or she may be, and has a name that
could belong to a boy or a girl. We don't
know. We got the call to come here and
pick him up. So can you help us?

 

Michaela: Well, what's the name of the
person you're looking for?  

Sheriff Justice: The name of the dude we
are looking for is Morgan Webb. A 13 year
old runaway who comes from Florida by way
of Toronto. Have you seen him?
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Michaela: Yah, like any of you saw that
coming. We'll be right back ...
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